
In compiling this Standards and Quality report we have gathered evidence from a number 

of sources.  Through professional reflection and evaluation of our practice as well as consul-

tation with parents and the wider community we can measure our performance.  A range 

of questionnaires were issued gathering the views of all stakeholders including parents , 

pupils, staff and external agencies who work within and alongside the school. The voice of 

our pupils is also very important.  During all learning opportunities we seek pupil’s views 

and opinions.  We also ask that they self and peer assess their work across all curricular 

areas.  They help us monitor learning and teaching and through the pupil council and 

house system contribute to decision making. 

We ensure equal opportunities are given to all our pupils and hold a genuine belief that 

each and every one has the capacity to achieve and attain high levels of success. 
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Welcome to the Standards and Quality report for session 

2015-16 in Maddiston PS. This leaflet has been designed to 

share the progress made during session 2015-16 and provide 

an overview of the sorts of activities and opportunities that 

children can enjoy in the life of the school here in Maddiston. 

 

We have outlined the current priorities for this year as well 

as our expectations for moving forward in 2016-17. 

 

We hope you find the report helpful.  If you any questions , 

please do not hesitate to phone the school office for further 

information. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Claire McGlynn 

Head Teacher 

 



What we have achieved  2015-2016 

 Through the school improvement plan, we have worked this year to create progression path-

ways and a curriculum map for Maddiston PS across Social Studies, ICT, Health and Well Be-

ing and Expressive Arts.  This allows teachers throughout the school to plan progressive learn-

ing experiences for children, building on their prior learning and ensuring consistency across 

the school. This is also the case in the Time Zone as pathways have been developed which focus 

on the IDL areas of learning. 

As part of our reporting to parents programme, we have introduced ‘Snapshot Jotters’ this 

session. Over the course of one week per term, pupils in all classes complete their weekly 

tasks in the one jotter. This will include Literacy, Numeracy, social studies, science and RME 

tasks. Photos of other learning will also be included such as P.E. and outdoor learning. Pupils 

and their teacher will assess their tasks and comment on the work in the jotter. These jotters 

are then sent home to enable the pupils to share their learning with their parent/carers. We 

invited parents to make comments on their child’s work and both staff and pupils were de-

lighted with the many positive comments made.  

 

Big Floor Book Planning 
This session we introduced a new planning format across the whole school which fully in-

volved our pupils in the planning process. Class teachers introduced the interdisciplinary top-

ic to their pupils and asked the children to record their prior knowledge on the subject in a big 

book format. Discussions between teachers and pupils would then highlight what aspects of 

the topic our pupils would like to learn about. Working cooperatively together, pupils and 

teachers would plan activities and lessons which would allow the pupils to gain new 

knowledge and understanding around the topics. All work undertaken would be recorded in 

the big book with reference to what outcomes in Curriculum for Excellence were being cov-

ered.  The pupils are fully involved in the design of the big book and what work is included. 

This could take the form of photos, samples of best work, evaluative comments and group 

tasks. The completed book gives clear evidence of the learning that has taken place and ena-

bles teachers and pupils to think about what their next steps will be. The standard of big 

books across the school has been excellent and our pupils have shared these with pride with 

their parents and visitors to the school. 

Snapshot Jotters 

Curriculum Development– Progression Pathways and Curriculum map 

In order to better inform parents and share the focus for learning each term,  we have estab-

lished Curriculum Information Leaflets, issued to parents at the beginning of each term demon-

strating planning across the 4 contexts of learning; in Interdisciplinary learning, discrete areas 

of the curriculum, planning for wider achievements and  for contributing to the life and ethos of 

the school. 

Curriculum Information Leaflets  



Each year our pupils in P4-7 are given the opportunity to 

gain knowledge and experience in extracurricular subjects. 

The pupils choose from a range of topics and participate in 

mixed stage groups allowing children to work with pupils 

out with their stage.  

This session our pupils 

enjoyed The School 

Show, Photography, 

Computer Coding, Enterprise, Creative Craft, Multi 

Sports, The Great Outdoors and Dance. Feedback from 

the pupils proved that once again, the extended learn-

ing groups were an enjoyable and successful experience 

with much new learning taking place for our pupils 

giving them a great sense of achievement in the wider 

curriculum. 

Nursery 
We have had a successful year in nursery.  All initiatives in our School Improvement Plan 

begin at the early level so literacy, numeracy, health and well being remain focus areas.  Af-

ter evaluating our existing methods, we wanted to create a robust system for tracking and 

monitoring children’s progress in these areas.  Through the course of the year, our nursery 

team have evaluated and created a new system which is clear, progressive and informative 

for staff and parents.  This will also enhance the children’s transition into Primary 1.    We 

shared the new format with our parents and asked for feedback.  This enabled parents to  

have more of an understanding of how we track their child’s progress. 

Extended Learning Opportunities.   
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ECO/Gardening 

In ECO this year the committee (comprising of a child from each class) decided on the 

topics of ‘Transport’ and ‘Food and the Environment’ alongside the compulsory topic of ‘Litter’. 

We have been meeting every second Tuesday lunchtime to: decide upon our action plan; organise 

and carry out activities based on the topics; plan for whole school events; monitor our success; 

consider our next steps and consider ways to feed back to the rest of the school. 

For ‘Litter’ this year we have: created a pupil led group of ‘Little Litter Pickers’ run by P7 

children for the infants; surveyed the playground for the different types of litter; encouraged 

more people to use the food waste bins and recycling bags; held a package free picnic and are 

urging people to bring foods with less packaging to school and we are currently organising a 

community litter pick for all the classes. 

In our ‘Transport’ topic we have: carried out surveys in the whole school to find out how 

everyone gets to school; carried out a walk to school week in association with the ‘Pupil Council’; 

carried out class studies on transport in Primaries 2 and 7 and had a house treat of bringing 

bikes/scooters to school for the afternoon. 

Our ‘Food and the Environment’ topic had a head start as we had previously successfully 

applied for a grant towards doing up our vegetable gardens. In order to achieve this, volunteers 

from the community and staff came in one weekend to build raised beds. Now, every class has 

planted a variety of vegetables that they will be tending and hopefully harvesting to use in our 

classroom kitchen. We are also having a competition with the residents of ‘The Haining’ nursing 

home to see who is most successful in growing marrows (our ECO members are taking the 

plants to them next week). 



Back in August 2015, at the beginning of the school session, with a new Head Teach-

er in post, we gave consideration to the then current school vision and values. As 

these had been created with children who had now moved onto the next step in their 

education, we recognised a need for them to be updated. The decision was made to 

include ALL relevant parties and we set about gathering opinions from all stake-

holders.  

Initially, staff were consulted and asked to consider the attributes that make Mad-

diston Primary School unique. We worked in small groups to devise statements that 

encompassed the values and vision that we had for our school. A working party was 

formulated by asking staff members to opt into the group and we set about gathering 

opinions from other stakeholders.  

The children’s voices were sought so the house captains and vice-captains met with 

the working party chair and consideration was given to the best way to gather all 

children’s thoughts and opinions. Other pupils then aired their voices at house meet-

ings, with the house captains (our current Primary 7 pupils), leading the meetings. 

The captains gathered information and fed this back to the working party.  

The working party then created a survey for parents and other agencies who are in-

volved with the life of the school and this was issued via the online tool “Survey 

Monkey”. Parents and other parties were asked to complete the survey via the school 

newsletter and via Twitter. A total of 34 surveys were returned. 

The information from all parties was collated with the majority wishing to retain the 

existing vison: 

 “We learn together, 

  We succeed together, 

  We have fun together, 

   We shine brightly.” 

feeling that this vison encompasses all that Maddiston Primary is about. The values 

that were common to all parties included: 

being happy 

being challenged 

being friendly 

being caring and cared for 

being respected and respectful 

The values have now been incorporated into a visual representation that will be 

posted where everyone can see them and incorporated into our daily lives at MPS. 

The school song encompasses the values and the children will be taught the song by 

the children of the Glee club. The values will also be incorporated into classroom 

charters for the new session, 2016-2017, with the weekly certificates/awards being 

related to them.  

It is hoped that all the children will embrace the new set of values which should be 

evident in their behaviour and conduct throughout the school, day.  

 

 

Updating Our Schools Vision and Values 2015-2016 
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The idea from this project came about in response to the 'Better Eating, Better 

Learning' document. 3 of the staff working on the steering group for this project 

attended a course at Tolcross swimming centre on cooking, growing and eating 

healthy foods. It was an inspiration to us. After attending the course and reading 

the document we decided this was a project we should take on.  We sent out pa-

rental questionnaires to all parents and their responses showed that we needed to 

have more food preparation, a progression of skills and to share food knowledge 

with the children, including from professionals in the field. We applied for the 

Food for Thought fund in order to make our idea a reality. 

 

A local butcher, William Holleran, has been in to talk to children about his job. 

Some classes have also experienced the 'World of Work' in the food industry, 

through visiting an ice cream parlour and dairy farm. This included a RHET 

farmer. We are hoping to get other professionals from the food industry involved in the future. 

 

The classroom kitchen has been organised and inventories have been made up for all cupboards. We have all 

the equipment needed and a safe environment for children to cook in, this should enable us to continue our 

teaching of food education in a meaningful way. 

 

Raised beds have been built and soil with compost have been added to the beds. Children from all stages have 

planted vegetables in the raised beds and potatoes in grow sacks. They are enthusiastic and excited about see-

ing their garden grow. A competition has been arranged to see which stage can grow the most potatoes. 

 

 

We have communicated with parents who had displayed an interest in helping 

out with garden. A rota for parent helpers in the kitchen will be created in Au-

gust. As our project progresses, we hope to encourage more parent helpers to be 

involved. We currently have a parent who is able to help us in adapting our reci-

pes to be allergy friendly, for any classes which may have children who cannot 

tolerate the most common allergens in their food. 

 

A garden risk assessment has been given to class teachers for their information. 

 

Overall everything has been achieved and we are on track for the staff cooking 

session on the In-service day in August. We have even been recognised by the 

GTCS magazine as showing great progress in the field of food technology. 

(GTCS May 2016) 

 

During the in-service, staff will be shown how to teach a lesson using the class-

room kitchen and utensils with video clips of chopping techniques. They will 

enjoy the meal they have prepared in the classroom kitchen, emphasising the importance of family time and 

eating together.  

 

 

Packs for each stage are ready to be distributed on the In-service day includ-

ing recipes for each term and skills progression for each stage. This will al-

low teachers to easily pick up the pack and deliver cooking lessons with the 

children. These recipes will help improve children's cooking skills, knowledge 

of food and its origins as well as literacy and numeracy skills, through read-

ing recipes and weighing ingredients. 

 

 

Now that a clear skills planner has been developed staff can deliver food edu-

cation safe in the knowledge that they are providing recipes at the correct 

level for their stage. Once staff grow in confidence they can change the reci-

pes we have provided for different ones, as long as they continue to use the 

same skills. This allows for composite classes, topic related recipes and pupil/ 

staff choice. 

 

 

Cooking Classroom 2015-2016 
Maddiston Primary School 



Maddiston Primary School Glee Club takes place on a Thursday lunchtime throughout the year. It is an 

inclusive club, open to all children in Primaries 5 to 7 who enjoy singing. We only audition for solo parts 

and all the children are fully involved in song choices and devising simple choreography. 

 

Since January 2016 Glee Club have been rehearsing to take part in the first Falkirk Schools Show Choir 

Competition which is run by The Frisson Foundation Charity. All schools sing the set song ‘Don’t Stop 

Believing’ and another of their own choice from the Glee repertoire. We choose to sing ‘Roar.’ In prepa-

ration for the competition Glee rehearsals 

increased to take place most lunchtimes. We 

have been thankful for the assistance of a 

parent helper, Mrs Ellie Bowen, who has a 

diploma in musical theatre. Her input has 

been invaluable. 

 

Maddiston Primary School took part in the 

first of two heats on Tuesday 10th May and 

although we did not win on the night we were 

one of the five schools chosen to progress to 

the finals on Tuesday 7th June. The children 

received super praise from the judges and 

their attitude and behaviour was excellent 

throughout.   

Glee Club  
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Pupil Leadership 

The Pupil  Council held a  Learning Café with a Scottish flavour on 1st February to share their Big 

IDL Books.  They advertised this to the rest of the school on a 

GLOW meet.  At the café, they explained to parents and carers  

how they are involved in the planning of their IDL topic .  As we 

had celebrated Scottish week the previous week, they decided to 

bake Scottish cakes and brought some friends to help them recite 

Scots poems, sing Scots songs and perform the Maddiston Jig.  

The highlight was when parents and carers joined the children to 

learn the Maddiston Jig.  Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the event. 

 

Here are some of the quotes from parents and pupils. 

“Absolutely fantastic. Really enjoyed the learning café.  Great pa-

rental involvement.  Well done to staff and pupils of Maddiston P School” 

 

“Really enjoyed The Learning café- will definitely come back 

if invited.  Lovely to see all the kids work.  Thank you, a cof-

fee, a cake a lovely bonus” 

 

“I enjoyed telling all the adults about the big books and liked 

doing the Maddiston jig and singing Auld Lang Syne also the 

cakes were good!” 

 

The Pupil Council were also involved in promoting Walk to 

School Week.  Two pupil council reps created a Power Point which was presented by three pupils at a 

whole school assembly.  All  of the representatives were involved in collecting the daily total of walk-

ers from each class and house points were allocated.  Overall, 65% of our pupils walked to and from 

school that week with  Ness house winning the house challenge.  
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Big Maths 

Following on from last year’s development plan, we intro-

duced the last two strategies of Big Maths: It’s Nothing New 

and Calculations to the whole school.   A curricular evening 

was held by the Pupil Council and friends to share the meth-

odology with parents.  We produced a leaflet for parents out-

lining the main strategies of Big Maths. Primary seven pu-

pils were also involved in a training session with support 

staff where they demonstrated the strategy and supported 

the staff. 

A quote from a support staff member- 

“ Loved learning new strategies for CLIC.  Some amazing 

new ideas that made so much more sense.  The pupils knew what they were talking about 

and made it really interesting.” 

This year the Time Zone reintroduced the stage cafes in alignment with stage assembly per-

formances.  This has been welcomed by all in attendance and proved an excellent method 

firstly to showcase the fantastic learning that has been happening at each stage including 

great knowledge and understanding of Interdisciplinary themes such as; the Olympics, Farm-

ing and the Romans. 

Secondly the staged cafes provided parents with the opportunity to not only have a lovely 

cake and coffee/tea but also network with other parents, chat with class teachers and SMT 

and also speak with multiagency personnel who at-

tended these events such as school nurse (ASN), Phys-

iotherapists and CWDT Occupational Therapists. 

Finally all monies raised at cafes this year have gone 

into the Time Zone minibus fund and we have man-

aged to raise over £1000 in total through this enter-

prise.  We hope that we can continue to offer this mul-

ti faceted experience next session. 

 

 

 
Sharing our learning - Cafés 



To celebrate Rio hosting this year’s Olympics, Active 

Schools Falkirk have encouraged schools to get involved 

in their ‘Run to Rio’ programme. They have mapped out 

a route from Falkirk to Rio through a variety of differ-

ent towns and cities and calculated the distance at 6000 

miles. Our whole school and members of our wider com-

munity have been involved 

in completing a ‘daily mile’ 

in order to reach Rio by the 

end of this session.  

Each class, including the 

Timezone and nursery 

have had a focus week/fortnight in which they get outdoors every day and 

walk/run a mile.  We count all the miles our pupils and staff complete and 

hopefully by the end of June the Maddiston team will have arrived in Rio and 

walked 6000 miles in total.  

It has been such a positive experience for everyone and all classes have contin-

ued to complete a mile at least once or twice per week, over and above their 

focus week. Our nursery pupils have started the ‘Wednesday Wander’ where 

they complete their daily mile each Wednesday. Due to the success of this ini-

tiative we are aiming to make this an integral part of our pupil’s school life 

Run to Rio 

Having already established links with Jardin D’enfants Ecole 

Primaire, our friends in Niger, we wanted to continue to do this in 

2015/16. This year our plan was to continue learning about various 

African countries in different stages throughout the school whilst 

raising money to help the school accommodate it’s ever increasing 

roll (something we can definitely identify with). 

Each stage enjoyed learning about various African cultures and 

traditions throughout the continent and presented their learning 

in differing ways at a whole school assembly. Also at this assem-

bly, we put together some Lego bricks to create a large wall. 

Children had been invited to bring 50p to school and ‘buy a brick’ 

for our link school in Niger. They were told about the small build-

ing not being big enough to enable all of the children nearby to 

come and learn. Children who brought money were given a paper 

brick to write their name and class on. These were put together 

along with all the others to represent a large wall. As well as this, they were asked to join a Lego 

brick to others to make a small class wall. Then, at assembly, each class joined their walls together 

to make a larger/stronger one. The purpose of this was to sig-

nify how many ‘bricks’ we had bought and put them together, 

symbolising that every little brick helps.  

Once again, this initiative has provided the pupils of Mad-

diston with opportunities to research, practise empathy, work 

together and understand more about the world we live in.  

The money raised is being transferred to Jardin D’enfants 

Ecole Primaire via our partner charity Restoration Rising, 

without whom the link school would not be in existence. Many 

thanks to them for their support. 

Link School 2016—Buy a brick for Niger 
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After School Clubs 

Each year both staff and active 

school co-ordinators provide a 

range of after school clubs.   

These are always well attended 

by our pupils and contribute to 

the wider achievements within 

our school.   

Our P7 pupils have continued 

taking a leading role in provid-

ing lunch time and playtime 

clubs for our younger pupils 

while developing their own lead-

ership skills. 

This year we have run: 

 

 Basketball 

 Cheerleading  

 Enterprise  

 Cross Country 

 Gymnastics 

 Healthy Cooking 

 Highland Dancing 

 Book Club 

 Storytime 

 Dance 

 Chinese 

 Skiing 

 Tennis 

 Drama 

 Board Games 

 Football 

 Art 

 Street Running 

 Bible Club 

 Homework 

 Computer Coding 

 Fun and Games 

 Glee Club 

 Athletics 

 Gardening 

 Multi-Sports 

 

 

 
 

       



Surveys 
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We value the views of our stakeholders in our school and aim to consult and 

consider their opinions; children, parents, staff and external agencies. 

 

The Parent Council have discussed the improvement priorities within the 

school and several learning cafes gave parents an opportunity to express their 

opinions. 

 

Some quotes from parents in our school; 

 

“Excellent event and all the children did a great job.” (Pupil Council Learn-

ing Café) 

 

“Really enjoyed the café.  This school does so much for the children” 

 

“I loved joining my son at school – was lovely spending time in his daily envi-

ronment.” (P1 Literacy Workshop) 

 

“Brilliant from start to finish.  MPS has a multitude of talented and confident 

children.” (Burns Supper) 

 

“Brilliant work from everyone involved - don’t think it could be improved on at 

all (maybe have the adults in for dancing lessons so we don’t let the children 

down!!)” (P2 Grandparents’ Ceilidh) 

 

Some comments from our partner agencies and wider community: 

 

“Continue providing the number of sporting options.  It is great to see the kids 

involved in so many varied activities.” 

 

“Continue to create a warm and welcoming environment for visitors to the 

school.  Members of staff are always friendly and positive.  The school has a 

good ‘feel’ about it, contact with pupils has always been very positive.” 

 

“The number of opportunities for the children to engage in sport through partic-

ipation and leadership in the school are great and I hope to help continue and 

develop these.” 

 



 

 

This session, in order to develop a stronger partnership across the cluster, pulling on the 

strengths of all school, the Cluster Improvement Plan will take the lead, supported by the 

School Improvement plan priorities. 

 Curriculum Progression Pathways—Science, Technologies, Literacy and RME 

 Maths -  Maths Progression Pathways incorporating assessment. 

 Successes and Achievements—review and develop Extended Learning Groups.  

Track, monitor and celebrate pupil wider achievements. 

 Rights Respecting Schools Award—Level 1 

 Cooking Classroom—Alongside the Parent Council reps, develop a whole school 

approach to socialisation around healthy eating.  Further develop cooking opportuni-

ties for every class.  Bring in parents and the community to support cooking practice 

in the school. 

 Pupil Profiling - Implement Learning tracks across all stages of the Time Zone to 

support tracking and monitoring of early level and sensory experiences. 

 Assessment (Time Zone) - Formative and summative assessment strategies. 

The above priorities were agreed on after consultation with staff and the wider communi-

ty.  The details of each priority will be developed in our school improvement document.  

The priorities take into account both local and national initiatives. Throughout the annu-

al process we will evaluate progress. 

Our Priorities for Session 2016-2017 
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Cluster Improvement Planning 

 

Each year all the primaries linked to Braes High plan a range of improvements which 

all schools engage in.  This year the initiatives were: 

 Development of Mental, Emotional and Social WellBeing across the cluster 

through the implementation of  the ‘Knowing You , Knowing Me’ resource and 

Mental Health Training for teachers and SfLAs by FDAMH. 

 Moderation of PE—Opportunities for sharing practice and teaching methodolo-

gies. 

 1+2 French Language—All staff to complete FLAME training at Braes.  Facili-

tate a showcase event in the context of Mardi Gras for all cluster schools to share 

practice. 

2016-17 
 Maths—create cluster assessment tools to assess achievement of a level and sup-

port teacher judgement. 

 Raise attainment in Literacy and Numeracy & Maths—create a manage-

ment tracking tool to identify and support pupils further. 

 Moderation and sharing of methodologies in Literacy 

 Skills framework : skills for Learning, Life and Work—develop  

 Improve mental Wellbeing and Resilience—Whole School/cluster strategy to 

develop a Growth Mindset. 

 Nurture—develop approaches to nurture across cluster schools 
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Our Basketball Team  and Mrs Quinn achieved another success winning the Jump To It final for Falkirk 

Schools.  They then went on to win the silver medal in the Scottish Final.  Second in the whole of Scotland.  A 

great achievement.     

The whole school have been participating in the Active School’s initiative ‘Run to Rio’.  This involved the chil-

dren , staff and parents walking a mile a day.  This promoted the excitement of the Olympics whilst engaging 

children and families in daily exercise. 

Our P5’s enjoyed their overnight stay at Lendrick Muir whilst our P7’s had a week of fun and  

Instruction of many activities at Broomlee.  The Primary 7’s who remained in school also enjoyed their week 

which included a visit to the Scottish National Museum and making their own ‘sweet pizza’s’ in school.   

Our school has also been involved in many more  activities and initiatives.   

A selection of activities the children have participated  in are: 

 Visits by various classes to Broomlee and Lendrick Muir 

 P6 Athletics 

 Burns’ Supper and Scots poetry competition 

 Infant Nativity, Class Assemblies 

 Glee club 

 Pupil led lunch clubs 

 Theatre visits 

 Tin whistle and Ukulele performances 

 Health Week 

 Class workshops in various curricular areas 

 Remembrance Service 

 Action Outdoors skill development day 

 Life skills pilot with the Risk Factory 

School Achievements Session 2015-2016 

 Our tennis team won the Braes Cluster Tennis tournament and will compete in the finals. 

 3 of our gymnastics teams qualified at the Falkirk Schools Gymnastics event for the Scot-

tish Schools competition. 2 teams performed well at Perth with one team unable to make 

this event, 

 Our Cross country team competed in all 3 league races with P7 girls’ team winning the 

team trophy overall and a P7 girl coming 3rd overall in the individual placings. 

 4 pupils for the Time Zone participated in cross country qualifying event with one making it 

to nationals in Bellahouston, Glasgow. 

 4 teams from P6 and P7 took part in the Scottish Schools Road Relays. 

 Our P6 Athletics team came 4th out of 35 schools in the Falkirk Athletics Championships. 

 10 pupils from the upper Time Zone classes completed in FVDS event in Grangemouth and 

all placed 1st—3rd in a variety of athletic events.  

 The Football team have performed consistently well this year reaching the semi-finals of the 

Jubilee Cup. The P5’s won the Forth Valley college tournament. 

 The Basketball team won the Jump 2 It Final for Falkirk at the Emirates, then went on to 

place 2nd  in the Champion of Champions competition for the whole of Scotland.  To com-

plete their successful year they also won the Falkirk  

         Council Basketball League.   

 A group of P7 Street Runners put on a display for the school.  

 All classes have taken part in Run to Rio on the lead up to the upcoming Olympic Games. 

 This year the Time Zone entered a team to the FVDS swimming gala and were pleased to 

sweep the medal podium in both front crawl and backstroke. 

 

Sporting Achievement and Success 
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In Maddiston Primary School we are committed to raising attainment for all and closing the  

equity gap.  We understand that if  children ‘s health and wellbeing is affected then their ability 

to learn may also be.  We had highlighted the need to build resilience and remove barriers to 

learning.  Some of the steps we have taken are detailed below. 

Growth Mindset 

As part of our Cluster Improvement Priorities we worked with  our neighboring schools to devel-

op Health and Wellbeing.  The aim  was to provide a progressive framework for mental, emotion-

al and social wellbeing.  We were able to source the Knowing Me, Knowing You resource to fulfill 

this task.   

Some of our staff participated in a course about Growth Mindset.  We were able to explore the 

neurological benefits of promoting a healthy positive attitude among staff and children.  We ex-

plored the use of language in our classrooms and some staff have displayed the changes we want 

to make e.g  “I’ll never be able to do that!”  would become  ‘what do I need to do to be able to do 

that”  making this positive shift has already started to show an impact on some of our children's 

mind set.   

This is an area we have highlighted for our Improvement Plan for the coming session.  We will be 

developing this concept further as a school and within the cluster.   

Nurture 

We pride ourselves on being a very nurturing school but are always striving to develop and im-

prove this.    4 members of staff attended Nurture Training.  This focused on the Six Principles of 

Nurture.   

 Children’s learning is understood developmentally 

 The classroom offers a safe base 

 The importance of transition in children’s lives 

 Language is a vital means of communication 

 All behavior is a communication. 

Our aim is to promote and establish positive attachments as part of a nurturing school and to  

develop whole school approaches to nurture.  

Growth Mindset and Nurture 

We aim to work in partnership with the parents/carers and families of Maddiston  

Primary School.  We value their input and feedback as well as their contribution to 

the life of the school.  This year we have seen an increase in the amount of parent 

helpers we have working with us on a regular basis.  This has had a very positive im-

pact.  One of our parents, Mrs Edward,  also approached us and through discussion 

with Mrs McGlynn is devising a database of parents who are unable to commit to a 

weekly time/day but can help on occasion.  This will hugely benefit the school.   

Another aim this year was to bring our Library to Life.  Several parents are helping 

us to do this by managing the system of checking books in and out and are also help-

ing to train the children to maintain the library.   

Our Parent Council have been involved in contributing to the School Improvement 

Priorities for next session and will work with us to develop these.   

Partnerships with Parents 
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Time Zone 

After a great inspection report for the whole school last year the Time Zone have been continuing and enhanc-

ing elements of excellent practice noted including working alongside the wide range of other professionals to 

provide all our children with a highly individualized curriculum which brings together early curricular and 

sensory experiences with communication friendly strategies and therapy approaches.   

In light of the inspection report we, in collaboration with parents, pupils and other agencies explored the ele-

ments of pupil choice that is available throughout the week in the Time Zone and major change was imple-

mented to the Star Groups that we facilitate.  This year these have centered around pupil interest and provid-

ed elements of choice in development of skills.  These have been evaluated by all partners and pupils as being 

a great success with one of our parents stating, “She has really enjoyed the star groups. I feel she has developed 

skills which help her both at school and for us at home.” 

A particular success throughout the school is the implementation of a Makaton sign of the week which is 

shared at assemblies and combines key events throughout the year with IDL themes. 

This year was the very first since the opening of the new school building that the pupils in the Time Zone have 

performed an assembly for parents/carers.  We are all really pleased at the performance itself about people 

who help us and the showcase of our work but also the support that we received from parents.  We are sure 

that this will be a regular feature in the years to come. 

This year we have extended our life skills experiences to working alongside the team at the Risk Factory in 

Edinburgh.  The focus of these sessions has been to investigate the themes of; safety at home/how do I get 

help?, Stranger danger and road safety.  We hope to be able to extend our working through this medium next 

year. 

Each year our IDL themes and discrete subject learning provide us with a vast array of external opportunities 

and this has been the case this year.  We hope that fundraising can continue into the new school year and we 

will be able to purchase our bus next session. 

From August 2016 the Time Zone will become a five class base for children with complex additional support 

needs.  This is an exciting time which will provide the skilled staff the opportunity to extend their very good 

practice to help support an increased number of pupils across the authority.  The fifth class will be based in 

our mobile classroom at the rear of the Time Zone playground and will have access to both Time Zone specific 

resources such as the sensory room and ball pool but also improved access to mainstream facilities such as the 

mainstream playground and lunch hall. 

As a result of the authority ASN review there are many changes happening across the authority to enhance 

facilities and resources available for pupils with complex needs including a pilot project at Carrongrange 

school—Kinnard Annex.  To support this new development for the authority Mrs Celia Snowdon will be se-

conded to this annex for a year to help embed some of the supportive practice that we have here at the Time 

Zone.  With this increase and change we will have two new and very experienced members of the teaching 

team in place in August—Alison Porter & Fiona Richardson.  We will also have an increase in skilled support 

for Learning assistants to support the increase in pupils. 
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